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Abstract� We consider a new convergence acceleration technique for the iterative solution of
linear systems of equations that arise when discretizing partial di�erential equations� The method
is applied to �nite di�erence discretizations� but the ideas and the basic theory apply to other
discretizations too�

If E is a fundamental solution of a di�erential operator P � we have E � �Pu� � u� Inspired by
this� we choose the preconditioner to be a discretization of the approximative inverse K� given by

�Ku��x� �

Z
�

E�x� y�u�y�dy� x � � � R
d�

where � is the domain of interest� The operator K is only an approximation of P�� since we do not
integrate over all of Rd as for the convolution� and since we impose boundary conditions� Two main
advantages of this method are that we can perform analysis before we discretize the operators� and
that there is a fast way of applying the preconditioner using FFT�

We present analysis showing that if P is a �rst order di�erential operator� KP is bounded�
The analysis also describes how K di�ers from P��� Implementation aspects are considered� and
numerical results show grid independent convergence for �rst order partial di�erential equations� For
the second order convection	di�usion equation convergence is no longer grid independent� a result
that is consistent with our theory� However� if the grid is chosen to give a �xed number of grid points
within boundary layers� the number of iterations is independent of the physical viscosity parameter�
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�� Introduction� We are interested in the numerical solution of a partial di�er�
ential equation

Pu � f� x � ��

with some boundary conditions given on parts of the boundary ��� Standard meth�
ods� such as �nite di�erences� �nite volumes� and �nite elements� approximate the
di�erential equation� including boundary conditions� by a large and typically sparse
system of equations

Ax � b�

Memory requirement is often critical� and solving the system by employing an iterative
method may be the only viable choice� To achieve fast convergence� both a well suited
iterative method and a good preconditioner are normally required�

The convergence properties of the preconditioned problem

MAx �Mb�

may be very di�erent from those of the original system� The preconditioner� here
represented by the matrix M � should have the following properties�

�� Memory required for representing M is at most of the same order as for A�
	� The number of arithmetic operations required for constructing and applying

M is comparable with that of A�
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� The convergence rate is signi�cantly improved�

If the inverse of A could be constructed and applied at a low cost it would be
the optimal preconditioner� since any iterative method then would converge in one
iteration� Of course� there is in general no hope of �nding a cheap way of applying
the inverse� However� in this paper� we try to �nd an approximate inverse� that
accelerates the iterative method and produces a solution fast�

There are a number of preconditioning techniques available� Most of these tech�
niques involve the construction of an approximate inverse� Some of them� such as
ILU �� ��
� and SPAI �
 ��� approximate the inverse of the matrix� This kind of
preconditioners are independent of the problem in the sense that they do not use
any information on the origin of the system of equations� Other techniques� such
as the original multigrid method �� and polynomial preconditioners �� �� ���� are
designed especially for systems of equations that arise when discretizing di�erential
equations� Problem�speci�c preconditioners might only work for a particular class
of problems� but on the other hand they might have an excellent performance for
systems of equations within the class�

The preconditioning technique we derive is problem�speci�c in the sense that
it can only be applied when solving systems of equations arising from di�erential
equations� In fact� it is our belief that using as much information as possible about the
origin of the system of equations is the best way of achieving e�cient preconditioners�

Preconditioning techniques are often hard to analyze� We believe that one of
the main reasons for this is that the discretized problems often are more complicated
than the original ones� For example� discretizations of di�erential equations may allow
for parasitic solutions� and are in this sense more complicated� We argue that one
should divide the analysis into two parts� by �rst constructing a preconditioner for the
di�erential operator� and then in a second step consider the possible complications
due to discrete phenomena� This is also the approach we use in this paper�

We construct a preconditioner for the di�erential equation by using well�known
theory of partial di�erential equations� and in particular� of fundamental solutions�
To the best of our knowledge� this has not been tried before� However� a similar train
of thought can be found in ��� and ��	� where knowledge about the Green�s function
is used for preconditioning the convection�di�usion equation and the Navier�Stokes
equations� Here� information about the di�erential equation is used when constructing
an approximate inverse of the matrix A� while we on the other hand approximate the
inverse of the di�erential operator itself�

The paper is organized as follows� In Section 	 we reformulate the di�erential
equation on a form suitable for preconditioning� and introduce an integral operator
K that after discretization will serve as preconditioner� We consider constant coe��
cient partial di�erential equations in this paper� but we end Section 	 by discussing
extensions to more general problem settings�

In Section 
� theory for the preconditioned operator KP is developed� In partic�
ular� we �nd that for �rst order di�erential equations� the preconditioned operator is
bounded� By discretizing the operators with some care� the theory also describes the
behavior of the discretized problem� This is the topic of Section ��

We illustrate our technique by several numerical experiments� Implementation
aspects are discussed in Section �� and in Section � preconditioning for the convection
and the convection�di�usion equation is studied� Finally� we end the paper with a
summary in Section ��
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�� Problem� We consider the scalar partial di�erential equation

Pu � f� x � ���	���

where

P �
X
j�j�p

a��
�

is a linear operator with constant coe�cients of order p� Here� � is a multi�index and
� is an open� bounded domain in Rd�

We assume q boundary conditions to be given� yielding a well�posed problem� In
the sequel� we consider conditions of the form

Bku � gk� x � �k � ��� k � �� � � � � q��	�	�

where

Bk �
X
j�j�p

bk���
�� k � �� � � � � q�

are linear partial di�erential operators with constant coe�cients� However� any kind
of linear boundary conditions may be used�

We now rewrite �	��� and �	�	� on a form suitable for the kind of preconditioning
described here� The following example motivates the need for a reformulation�

Consider the ordinary di�erential equation

u� � f� � � x � ��

u��� � g��
�	�
�

A �nite di�erence discretization of this problem yields a system of equations� where
the coe�cient matrix A is a linear operator� We assume that A includes the boundary
condition� and that it corresponds to the �rst equation� Then� A can be viewed as a
discretization of the operator

Qu�x� �

�
u���� x � ��
u��x�� � � x � ��

We would like to precondition Q with an integral operator K� However� the
boundary information will then be lost� since the value at a single point does not
in�uence the value of the integral� The operator KQ will consequently be singular�

A cure for this dilemma is to scale the equation corresponding to the boundary
condition by a factor h��� where h is the step size of the grid� The coe�cient matrix
�A of the rescaled problem is then a consistent approximation of a modi�ed operator

�Qu�x� �

�
��x�u���� x � ��

u��x�� � � x � ��

where ��x� is the Dirac measure� By this scaling� we ensure preservation of boundary
information in the preconditioned problem� also when the grid parameter h approaches
zero�

Analyzing �Q may be easier than performing the corresponding analysis of �A�
Thus� if the operator �Q is a good representation of �A� analysis based on theory of
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di�erential operators instead of di�erence operators can be considered� Our approach
is to develop theory for the operator �Q� and by experiments verify that the operator
�A behaves in the same way� This is not trivially so� and in Section � we discuss the
properties required� and how the discretization may be chosen in order to make the
two operators behave more alike�

The idea of modeling �nite di�erence operators with di�erential operators that
include boundary conditions can easily be extended to more complicated situations�
Some care is needed for problems with more than one boundary condition at some part
of the boundary� In the discrete case� the conditions have to be de�ned on di�erent
lines �k�h� approaching each other as the mesh is re�ned� To avoid this technicality�
we assume the intersection of all �k� k � �� � � � � q� to be empty�

In the light of example �	�
�� we suggest a new formulation of the partial di�er�
ential equation� and write problem �	��� and �	�	� as

��Pu�Bu � ��f � g� x � Rd��	���

where

B �

qX
k��

��kBk� g �

qX
k��

��kgk�

Here� ��k denote the Dirac measure with support on �k� and �� is the characteristic
function of the domain ��

���x� �

�
�� x � ��
�� otherwise�

The reformulation includes three changes� First� we have extended our domain
from � to Rd� since distributions cannot be de�ned locally and we need a domain
larger then �� Secondly� we have �blown up� the boundary conditions by using
the Dirac measure� The third change is that the partial di�erential equation and
the boundary conditions have been written as one single equation� This is possible
because of the scaling of the boundary conditions�

The new formulation is inspired by the e�ect of scaling the boundary conditions
when using the �nite di�erence method� The point is to �nd a formulation well
suited for preconditioning with integral operators� However� we stress that the �nite
di�erence method is not the only possible discretization of �	���� Any numerical
method may in fact be used�

Our next step is to de�ne the preconditioner� something that involves fundamental
solutions� A distribution E is said to be a fundamental solution of a di�erential
operator P with constant coe�cients if PE � ��� Fundamental solutions play an
important role in the theory of linear di�erential operators� and can for instance be
used to study existence and regularity of solutions� We are interested in the relation

E � Pu � u��	���

that is� a convolution with a fundamental solution is a left inverse �as long as the
convolution is well de�ned��

Inspired by relation �	���� we choose K as

Ku � ��E � u��	���
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for preconditioning ��P � B� From �	��� follows that K is an approximation of the
inverse� and in Section 
 we discuss this property further� We also note that when x
is not in the closure of �� both sides of equation �	��� equals zero� and using �	����
this is true also for the preconditioned problem

K���P �B�u � K���f � g�� x � Rd��	���

This property is important� since most numerical methods require a bounded domain�
and we would like to consider only the closure of � when constructing a discrete
approximation of the di�erential equation� Finally� since K involves a convolution�
the discretized operator can be applied using FFT� Implementation aspects will be
discussed in Section ��

In the examples considered below� we assume that a fundamental solution is
known� something that is true for many di�erential operators� Note that for a constant
coe�cient problem� determining a fundamental solution in Fourier space is simple� and
since the preconditioner is applied using Fourier transform� it might be su�cient to
have a Fourier representation of it�

Also� we consider only di�erential operators with constant coe�cients� For a vari�
able coe�cient case� one approach is to average the coe�cients and use a fundamental
solution of the resulting constant coe�cient operator for constructing the precondi�
tioner� Another interesting case is when the coe�cients are constant except for a few
discontinuities� In that case� a domain decomposition technique will make it possible
to construct and apply di�erent preconditioners on di�erent domains� In a more gen�
eral case� one could combine the averaging technique with the domain decomposition
approach� Thus� the preconditioning technique described in this paper is applicable
to more complicated problems� which is a subject of current research�

�� Theory� In this section we analyze the preconditioned operatorK���P �B��
and begin by proving that the preconditioner is an approximate inverse to the modi�ed
di�erential operator� i�e��

K���P �B�u � ��u�K�B �R�u��
���

where

Ru �
X
j�j�p

a�
X

������

�
�
�

�
���� �

���u�

This relation is a direct consequence of the following theorem�
Theorem ���� The operator K��P satis�es K��Pu � ��u�KRu�
Proof� According to Leibniz� formula�

P ���u� �
X
j�j�p

a�
X
���

�
�
�

�
���� �

���u � ��Pu�Ru�

and since E � P ���u� � ��u� we �nd that

K��Pu � K�P��u� Ru� � ��E � P��u�KRu � ��u�KRu�

When discretizing �	���� we are only interested in points x within the closure of
�� Thus� the operator of interest is the restricted operator K���P �B�j

�
� From now
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on we only consider this operator and simplify notation by writing K�P �B� instead
of K���P �B�j

�
� Relation �
��� then yields

K�P �B�u � u�K�B �R�u��
�	�

and the preconditioned problem �	��� can be written

u � K�R�B�u�K�f � g���
�
�

We note that if u and its derivatives are known at the boundary of �� then u can
be computed in all of � by using �
�
�� This follows from the fact that R�B is a linear
combination of the Dirac measure and some of its derivatives and will sample u and its
derivatives only at the boundary of �� As an example� consider problem �	�
� where
Pu � u�� B � �� and R � �� � ��� Then� K�R � B�u � �K��u � �E�x � ��u����
and the left hand side of �
�
� can be computed using the right hand side if the value
of u is known at x � ��

To continue our example� we note that by choosing the particular fundamental
solution that satis�es E�x� � � for x � �� the term �E�x� ��u��� vanishes� and the
preconditionerK becomes an exact inverse� We will see that it is possible to construct
exact inverses for �rst order di�erential equations also in higher dimensions� but not
for di�erential equations of order p � ��

We stress that there are two di�erent reasons why K becomes an exact inverse in
this example� The �rst is that the ���term in R is cancelled by the boundary condition
B� and the second is that we choose a particular fundamental solution� In the discrete
case� choosing a suitable fundamental solution is still possible� but eliminating parts
of R by using speci�c boundary conditions turns out to be more di�cult� We simulate
this situation by assuming B � 	�� in our example� This is obviously not an optimal
scaling of the boundary condition at x � � since� K�R � B�u � �K��� � ���u �
�E�x�u���� if E�x� � � for x � �� However� this is not a problem� Since u��� is
known� the solution u is still given explicitly by �
�
��

We solve �	��� by a discrete version of the preconditioned �xed point iteration

un�� � �I �K�P �B��un �K�f � g���
���

The iteration operator I �K�P �B� � K�R�B� should possess two important
properties� First� the spectral radius must be strictly less than one to ensure conver�
gence for every initial guess� Secondly� the iteration operator should be bounded to
avoid large growth during the iteration process� possibly causing over�ow� We start
by discussing the spectrum�

It is su�cient to study the operator K�P �B�� We view this operator as a map�
ping K�P �B� � Cp���� Cp���� although more general spaces can be used as long
as derivatives can be de�ned in a meaningful way�

De�ne

U� � fu � Cp��� jK�B �R�u � �g�

and

U� � fu � Cp��� jPu � �g�

We begin by proving that a very large part of the space is spanned by eigenfunctions
corresponding to eigenvalue 	 � ��






Theorem ���� Every u � U� is an eigenfunction of K�P � B� with eigenvalue

	 � ��
Proof� Follows from �
�	� and the de�nition of U��
The next theorem tells us that� under certain conditions� the rest of the spectrum

can be found by looking for eigenfunctions in U�� In this case� the non�trivial part of
the spectrum is determined by a reduced eigenvalue relation

KBu � 	u� u � U���
���

Computing the eigenvalues of the reduced eigenvalue relation �
��� may still be di��
cult� but it should be easier than considering the original equation K�P �B�u � 	u�

Theorem ���� If for every u � Cp��� there is a unique function u� � Cp���
satisfying Pu� � � and K�B �R�u� � K�B �R�u� then

U� � U� � Cp����

Proof� For arbitrary u � Cp���� choose u� � U� such that K�B�R��u�u�� � ��
Let u� � u� u�� It follows that every u � Cp��� can be written u � u� � u�� where
u� � U� and u� � U��

Returning to the second desired property of the iteration operator� the next the�
orem tells us that the operator is bounded only for �rst order di�erential equations�

Theorem ���� Assume that p � � and that the boundary conditions do not

involve any derivatives� Then� the fundamental solution can be chosen in such a way

that the iteration operator is bounded� If p � �� or if the boundary conditions involve

derivatives� the iteration operator is not bounded�

Proof� If p � �� then Pu � b �ru�au� for some b � Rd and a � R� A fundamental
solution is given by

E�x� � �c�H�x � b�� ��b�x� e
�a x�b��
���

where c is a constant� ��b denotes the line measure along the line sb� s � R� and
H is the Heaviside function� With this fundamental solution� KR samples u on the
boundary� possibly multiplied by some constant� The same is true for KB if the
boundary conditions do not involve derivatives� and we conclude that the iteration
operator K�R�B� is bounded�

If p � �� or if the boundary conditions involve derivatives� then R � B contains
di�erential operators and derivatives of the Dirac measure� The iteration operator
K�R � B� consequently samples values of derivatives of u at the boundary� and is
therefore not bounded�

Thus� p � � is the only case in which we can hope for a bounded iteration operator�
However� numerical experiments presented later show that the growth may be slow
even for p � �� For singularly perturbed problems� where coe�cients multiplying
higher order terms are small� we observe grid independent iteration numbers�

�� The discretized problem� We now consider a �nite di�erence approxima�
tion

�Ph �Bh�uh � fh � gh� i � �h������

of �	���� Here� h � Rd is the mesh parameter and �h � fi j ih � �g � Z
d� The

operator Bh contains the discretized boundary conditions� scaled as discussed in Sec�
tion 	�
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We construct a discretized version of the integral operator K by sampling the
fundamental solution and approximating the integral in the simplest possible way�

�Khuh�i �
X
j��h

E�ih� jh��uh�j h� � � � � � hd� i � �h����	�

In Section 
 we discussed spectrum and norm of K�P �B�� We choose to do so
since K�P �B� is easier to analyze than Kh�Ph�Bh�� However� if the two operators
do not behave similarly� this is not a useful approach� In this section we discuss the
criteria that need to be ful�lled to achieve good agreement�

The theory in Section 
 is based on two important relations� The �rst is �	����
stating that convolution with a fundamental solution is a left inverse of a di�erential
operator with constant coe�cients� The corresponding discrete relation states that if
Eh satis�es PhEh � �h� where

��h�i �

�
h��� � � � � � h��d � i � ��

�� otherwise�

then Eh � Phuh � uh� Here�

�u � v�i �
X
j

ui�jvj h� � � � � � hd�

The discrete relation has gained some interest� For instance� De Boor� H�ollig and
Riemenschneider proved existence of a bounded discrete fundamental solution in ����
���

In view of the discrete relation� we realize that a necessary requirement for a good
agreement between K and Kh is that a sampling of E is a good approximation of Eh

at every point i � �h� This is not true if Ph allows parasitic solutions� and therefore
we only consider low order approximations of P in this report�

Another problem is that E may not be well de�ned at certain points� and cannot
be sampled� In practice� we therefore replace E in ���	� by a function eEh� which is
the sampling of E everywhere� apart from close to these di�cult points� A procedure
for choosing the remaining values of eEh is given in the next section�

The second important relation is Leibniz� formula� in particular when applied
to discontinuous functions as in the proof of Theorem �
���� Let us return to Ex�
ample �	�
�� where B � ��� R � �� � �� and therefore B � R � ��� The discrete�
corresponding relation holds only if B is discretized in the same way as the discret�
ization of P implicitly de�nes Rh� Consider for instance a discretization with D��
Then�

D���f����� �Ngu�i �

��
�

u�
h� i � ��
D�ui� i � �� � � � � N�

�uN
h� i � N � ��

� ��f����� �NgD�u�i �Rhui�

where

Rhui �

��
�

u�
h� i � ��
�uN
h� i � N � ��

�� otherwise�
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Thus� if we discretize B as

Bhui �

�
u�
h� i � ��

�� otherwise�

then Bh�Rh approximates ��� and the two analyses coincides� For this example� the
discretization of B is exactly the rescaling procedure we suggest�

�� Implementation� As remarked in the previous section� the fundamental
solution E may be unde�ned at certain points� such as the value of the Heaviside
function at x � �� or even singular on a set of measure zero� On the other hand� the
discrete fundamental solution Eh is well de�ned and bounded at every grid point ���
Numerical experiments and the discussion in Section � show that it is important to
capture the singularity accurately� In the experiments in Section �� we construct the
preconditioner by sampling E away from the problematic points� and computing the
remaining values by solving the equation Ph eEh � �h in a small neighborhood of the
singularity or discontinuity� Wald en studied problems with singular source terms in
��� and found that it is possible to achieve convergence of expected order away from
singularities� If fast convergence is achieved� our procedure will yield a preconditioner
with a kernel that is a good approximation of the discrete fundamental solution Eh

also close to singularities�
We need an e�cient way of applying Kh� From the de�nition ���	�� it follows that

E is needed at points in a domain larger then �� More precisely� we need to know
E�x� y� for all x � � and y � �� This larger domain is denoted e��

One possible way of applyingKh is by use of the FFT� We then choose a bounding
box around e� and extend E with zeros inside the box� The target function uh is also
extended with zeros inside a box with the same size� see Figure ���� Both functions are
now well de�ned and can be extended periodically to all of Rd� and the convolution
can be computed by the well known formula

�E � u � !E !u������

There is a close relation to the method of multiplying a vector by a Toeplitz matrix
in the fractional Fourier transform method� see e�g� �	�
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Figure ���� Values of E are needed in e�� The rectangles are the bounding boxes on which E
and u are extended with zeros in order to make the application using FFT possible�
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�� Numerical experiments� In this section� three model problems arising from
the convection and the convection�di�usion equation in two dimensions are studied�
First� the convection equation is solved using an upwind scheme� and then we add
general second order arti�cial viscosity� Finally� we treat physical viscosity� i�e� the
standard convection�di�usion equation�

All of the model problems are solved on � � f�x�� x�� j x�� x� � ��� �g� using
�xed point iteration� and we iterate until the maximum norm of the error is reduced
by a factor of ����� The grids are uniform� and we apply Kh using FFT according
to ������

In all examples� both the boundary conditions and the forcing functions for the
PDEs are homogeneous� and the solution is zero� The iterations are started with a
random initial guess� On boundaries where physical boundary conditions are pre�
scribed� given data are used� i�e� the initial guess is set to zero�

Each problem is solved for a number of initial guesses and the iteration counts
presented in the tables represent maximum values� Even though the initial guess is
random� the di�erence in iteration numbers does not exceed a few percent�

���� Convection equation� The analysis in Section 
 suggests that �rst order
di�erential operators should give favorable convergence properties� We study a pure
convection problem�

b � ru�x� � �� x � ��
u�x� � �� x � ��

which de�nes the di�erential operators

Pu�x� � b � ru�x��
Bu�x� � ��u�x��

where � is the in�ow boundary� For simplicity� b is set to ��� ��T � implying that
� � fx�� x� j x� � � � x� � �g�

A fundamental solution for this problem is given in the proof of Theorem 
���
Here� we have a � � and b � ��� ��T � and we use the fundamental solution

E�x� � �c�H�x� � x�����x� � x���

where H is the Heaviside step function and c is an arbitrary constant�
The operator that determines the behavior of the error under the �xed point

iteration is given by �
��� with f � g � �� Using the analysis from Section 
� we �nd

�I �K�P �B��u�x� �

�
cu��� x� � x� � ��� x� � x��
cu�x� � x� � �� ��� x� � x��

Using c � �� we see that K is an exact inverse to P �B� and we expect convergence
in one iteration�

Here� P is discretized using one sided di�erence approximations�

�Ph �Bh�ui�j �

��
�

ui�j
h� i � �� j � �� � � � � N�
�Dx�

� �Dx�
� �ui�j � i � �� � � � � N� j � �� � � � � N�

ui�j
h� i � �� � � � � N� j � ��

This problem can be solved by stepping through the domain� starting from the bottom
left corner� Hence� the solution can be computed in O�N�� arithmetic operations� and
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there is no need for an iterative solver� However� it serves as a relevant model for
more complicated problems� and is therefore worth studying in the context of our
preconditioning technique�

By employing the discretization above� it is fairly simple to analyze also the
discretized operators� The analysis of the discretized problem gives a slightly di�erent
result than the analysis in Section 
� and it illustrates a speci�c discrete phenomenon
that can occur�

Carrying out a partial summation� we �nd that� even if c � �� the preconditioner
based on the discrete fundamental solution Eh is not an exact inverse� There is a
miss�match on the boundary� that yields remainder terms of the type

ui�j �Kh�Ph �Bh�ui�j � h

NX
k��

uk���Ei�k�j �Ei�k�j��� � � � � �

However� since ui�j is set to zero whenever i or j is zero� all such terms vanish� By
using the boundary conditions from the PDE� we restrict the space of initial guesses
such that also the discretized preconditioner is an exact inverse�

Since E is singular along the line x� � x� and zero elsewhere� we use the di�erence
operator Ph to compute the values of eEh in a small neighborhood of that line� see
Figure ����

x1

2x

} r=2

Figure ���� Values of eEh in shaded grid points are computed using the computational stencil�

Table ���

Numbers of iterations for the convection problem�

h�� r � N r � N�� r � �

�
 � �� 

�� � � �

� � � ��
��� � 
 ��
��
 � � �
��� � � 
�
��� � � ���

Table ��� shows the numbers of iterations for a wide range of grid sizes� We see
that in the case r � N � i�e� if eEh � Eh� we have obtained a preconditioner that is an
exact inverse�

Using r � N
�� the iteration numbers are decreasing� and for r � �� the iteration
count increases slowly� These phenomena are explained using Figure ��	� which shows

��



plots of normalized discrete fundamental solutionsEh for three di�erent h� The dotted
lines represent borders of an area with �xed physical size� i�e� the region in which non�
zero values of eEh are computed when r � N
�� The solid lines represent borders of
an area with a constant number of grid lines� i�e� the region in which non�zero values
of eEh are computed in the case r � ��

We see that more of the non�zero elements of Eh are captured in the physically
constant area as the grid is re�ned� Even though the width of the area of Eh with
values signi�cantly larger than zero decrease� there is an increasing number of non�zero
values that are not captured in the case r � �� The conclusion is that eEh approximate
Eh better as the grid is re�ned when r � N
��case and worse when r � ��
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Figure ���� Discrete fundamental solutions� Eh� of Ph� Solid lines are boundaries for the

computation of eEh when r � � and dotted lines are boundaries for r � N���

It is also possible to include a zero order term in the di�erential operator� i�e� using
Pu � b �ru�au� The fundamental solution is given in �
���� Numerical experiments
show that for �� � a � �� the convergence properties are almost una�ected� while a �
� yields improved convergence� For a 	 �� the PDE�problem is very ill conditioned�
and the convergence rate is decreased�

���� Convection with general arti�cial viscosity� Note that the one sided
di�erence approximation used in the previous problem can be seen as a centered
approximation with a speci�c amount of second order arti�cial viscosity added� The
centered di�erence approximation of a �rst derivative allows for rapidly oscillating
solutions� why one must include some viscosity�

We now study the convection problem once more� The operators P and B as well

��



as the set � are the same as in Section ���� but in the discretization we add general
second order arti�cial viscosity� Here we also need numerical boundary conditions on
the out�ow boundary� This gives the discretization

�Ph �Bh�ui�j �

�

������
�����

ui�j
h� �i� j� � �h��
��hD

x�
� Dx�

� � b�D
x�
� � b�D

x�
�

�
ui�j � i � N� j � �� � � �N � ���

��hD
x�
� Dx�

� � b�D
x�
� � b�D

x�
�

�
ui�j � i � �� � � � � N � �� j � N��

b�D
x�
� � b�D

x�
�

�
ui�j � i � j � N��

��h
�
Dx�
� Dx�

� �Dx�
� Dx�

�

�
� b�D

x�
� � b�D

x�
�

�
ui�j � otherwise�

where �h denotes the grid points lying on the in�ow boundary�
When constructing the preconditioner we have two obvious choices for the funda�

mental solution� The �rst is the same as in the previous problem� since we are dealing
with the same di�erential operator� The only di�erence is that we use another stencil
for the computation of eEh in the neighborhood of the singularity�

The second choice is the fundamental solution of the convection�di�usion operator�
given by

E�x� �
�

	��
eb�x���K��jbjjxj
	��������

see ���� Here� K� is the modi�ed Bessel function of the second kind� We compute

E using � � �h and eEh is a sampling of E in the grid points� except for in a small
neighborhood of the origin� since K� is singular there� To �nd these values� the
discretized operator is used to solve the equation Ph eEh � �h� The number of grid
points on each side of the singularity is denoted by s� see Figure ��
 where s � 	�

x2

x1

} s=2

Figure ���� Values of eEh in shaded grid points are computed using the computational stencil

when the fundamental solution is based on the convection�di�usion operator�

For highly resolved problems� �h becomes very small� and the numerical evaluation
of E becomes di�cult� This is overcome by the use of an asymptotic formula forK� ���

One major di�erence between the fundamental solutions described above is that
the preconditioner based on the pure convection operator involves a solve of a linear
system in approximately �	r � ���	N � �� grid points� while the one based on the
convection�di�usion operator uses a �xed number� �	s� ���� of grid points�

Results from using the two fundamental solutions for preconditioning are dis�
played in Tables ��	 and ��
� It is clear that the preconditioner based on the fun�
damental solution of the convection�di�usion operator gives more favorable results�

��



probably since the viscous behavior is taken into account in all of �� For this eEh� it
is clear that a linear relation between �h and h gives constant iteration counts�

Table ���

Numbers of iterations when eEh based on convection operator� b � ��� ��T � r � ��

h�� �h � h �h � h�� �h � h�� �h � h��

�
 
� 
 �� ��
�� 
� � �� ��
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��� 
� �� �
 ��
��
 �� � � ��
��� �� 
� � �

��� �� ��� �� ��

Table ���

Numbers of iterations when eEh based on convection�di�usion operator� b � ��� ��T � s � ��

h�� �h � h �h � h�� �h � h�� �h � h��
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� �� �
 ��
��� 
� �� �
 ��

Note that when �h � h
	� the centered di�erence approximation turns into the
one�sided approximation used in Section ���� For this parameter value we� in Table ��	�
note that the numbers of iterations are the same as for the case r � � in Table ���� In
Table ��
� we �nd that 	� iterations is enough� independent of the grid size� This is
an improvement compared to the �rst model problem� since a fundamental solution
computed on a constant number of grid lines gives increasing iteration numbers� Fur�
thermore� the minimum in the number of iterations seems to occur for �h 
 h

� which
means that we preferably should use an amount arti�cial viscosity that is slightly less
than the one implicitly introduced by the one�sided di�erence operator used in the
�rst model problem�
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For �h 	 h� the iterative method used here diverges� In this case� eEh is no longer
a good approximation of the discrete fundamental solution� as shown in Figure ����
where �h � h
��� For even smaller �h� the parasitic parts becomes more pronounced�
see Figure ���� Consequently� Kh fails to approximate the inverse of Ph� Also� Kh

and K will no longer have the same behavior and the theory in Section 
 does not
apply for the discretized problem�
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Figure ���� Two plots of Eh� In the left� where �h � h��� Eh is well approximated by eEh�
The right� where �h � h����� illustrates a behavior that can not captured by eEh�

���� Convection�di	usion equation� We now turn to the standard convection�
di�usion equation� The de�nitions of the di�erential operators are

Pu�x� � ��"u�x� � b � ru�x�� x � ��
Bu�x� � ��u�x��

where � � ���
The fundamental solution is given in ������ Using centered di�erence approxima�

tions� we get the discretization�

�Ph �Bh�ui�j �

�
ui�j
h� �i� j� � �h��
��
�
Dx�
� Dx�

� �Dx�
� Dx�

�

�
� b�D

x�
� � b�D

x�
�

�
ui�j � otherwise�

where �h denotes the grid points on the boundary�
The preconditioner is constructed in the same way as in the previous problem�

i�e� by sampling E� except for in a neighborhood of the origin� consisting of �	s����

grid points� We �rst examine the in�uence of s on the number of iterations� Table ���
shows that there is no signi�cant gain in using a large s�

Table ���

Numbers of iterations� b � ��� ��T �

� � �� � � ��
h�� s � � s � N

�
 �� ��
�� �� ��

� �� �

��� �� ��
��
 �� ���

��



Guided by the results in Table ���� we employ s � � and show the results for
di�erent �� The iteration counts are presented in Table ����

Table ���

Numbers of iterations� s � �� b � ��� ��T �

h�� � � ��� � � ��� � � ��� � � ���

�
 �� � div div
�� �� �� � div

� �� �� �� �

��� �� �� �� ��
��
 �� �� �� ��
��� ��� ��� �� �

��� �
 ��� ��� ��

One interesting property seen in Table ��� is that the iteration count along the
diagonals varies very little� Guided by that observation� we also solved the problem for
� � �

	�� on the �nest mesh� As expected� the solution converged in 	� iterations�
This is a satisfying result� since a speci�c � requires a mesh parameter that yields
su�cient resolution of the boundary layers that would occur if e�g� a non�zero forcing
function were employed� The thickness of exponential boundary layers in the solution
of the convection�di�usion equation is of order � ���� Hence� a resolution criterion in
a practical computation is that �
h is constant� The results in Table ��� show that the
number of iterations is independent of the viscosity coe�cient �� if sush a resolution
criterion is employed�

For a �xed �� the increase in the number of iterations seen in Table ��� is in
correspondence with the analysis in Section 
� The iteration operator is unbounded�
since there are derivatives left in the remaining term R in �
���� These derivatives
are �rst order� so one would expect the condition number of the iteration operator
to be of order h��� That also seems to be the case� at least for h
	 � �� Without
preconditioning� the condition number of the iteration operator is of order h��� so we
have decreased the numbers of iterations from O�h��� to O�h����

Note that the suggested preconditioning method is more e�cient for smaller �� as
opposed to most other methods� The �div��marker in Table ��� occurs in cases where
the problem is severely unresolved�


� Summary and conclusions� We introduce a new preconditioning technique
for the iterative solution of linear systems of equations

Ax � b������

arising when discretizing partial di�erential equations

Pu � f� x � ��

In this paper� we consider the �nite di�erence method� but any method may by used�
The preconditioner is constructed in two steps� First� we approximate the inverse

of the di�erential operator P by K�

Ku�x� �

Z
x��

E�x� y�u�y� dy� x � ��

where E is a fundamental solution of P � We prove KP to be bounded for �rst order
di�erential equations� which is a necessary condition for grid independent convergence�

�




In the second step� K is discretized and used as a left preconditioner for ������
We �nd that the discretized operator KhPh shows the same behavior as the original
operator KP � if E is a good approximation of the discrete fundamental solution Eh�
This is not true at points where E is singular� and we discuss how to overcome this
problem� We also show how to apply Kh in an e�cient way by the use of FFT�

Numerical experiments for the convection equation with arti�cial viscosity shows
that the preconditioner should be based on the fundamental solution of the convection�
di�usion operator� With this setting� our technique gives convergence in a �xed
number of iterations� independent of the number of grid points�

We also consider an convection�di�usion equation� For this problem� the number
of iterations is independent of the physical viscosity� if the grid has a �xed number
of grid points within boundary layers� However� for a �xed viscosity� the number of
iterations is no longer independent of the grid� a result that is consistent with the
theory�
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